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                    Wow, this is embarrassing!

                    We seem to be lost.  Just click any of the links to
                      get back on track.  Home

                      If you know how you got here, drop a line so we can
                      correct the website.  Contact
                        Webmaster

                    STOP: Stop Think
                      Observe & Plan

                    Fingers crossed that you'll never get lost on an
                      outing.  However, if you do get lost, you and your
                      buddy need to stay calm and use the acronym S.T.O,P. 
                      The S.T.O.P. method provides steps to find your way:

                    STOP: Stop where you are and remain
                      calm.  Wandering further could get you lost even
                      more.  

                    THINK: Now, it is time to think. 
                      How did you get here?  Did you take a wrong
                      turn?  What was the last recognizable landmark that
                      you saw?  Can you retrace your steps?

                    OBSERVE: Look at your
                      surroundings.  Try to spot landmarks that could lead
                      you back.  Listen for identifying sounds or voices.

                    PLAN: Make a plan to backtrack or get to
                      a known location.  Conserve energy and keep
                      comfortable.  If all else fails, make yourself easily
                      identifiable and signal for help.  Also, immediately
                      after realizing you are lost, call for help as loudly as
                      you can.  Others could be within earshot providing
                      your best chance for being found quickly.  A whistle
                      (Be Prepared) is great for making a very loud distress
                      signal.

                    If
                      you are lost, remain on the trail.  Try to remain in
                      the same place to increase the chances of being
                      found.  If it is nighttime and the weather is harsh,
                      the priority is to create a good shelter.

                  
                
              
            

             
              
                
                  
                    The Scout Law

                  
                  Scouting is designed to promote physical, mental, and
                    spiritual excellence. Troop 7 Scouts and leaders hold
                    themselves to the Scout Law standards:

                  A Scout is

                  	Trustworthy
	Loyal
	Helpful
	Friendly
	Courteous
	Kind
	Obedient
	Cheerful
	Thrifty
	Brave
	Clean
	Reverent
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